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About This Game

Endzeit is an action survival shooter, with a focus on immersion, gunplay and freedom. Players have to cleanse the game world
of hundreds of roaming robots (sleepers) while fighting together or against each other.

Story:
A military project called the "Super Trooper" was meant to accelerate the outcome of the war and save millions of soldier's

lives. They where humanoid fighting robots designed to be cheaply produced in masses, with thick armor plates, a self
destructive explosive charge and capable of carrying heavy weapons and ammunitions. After years of massive losses on the

enemy side they started to deploy radar trailers in an attempt to disturb the robots communication systems. Being cut off from
the master computer, the Super Troopers entered a fail safe state, waiting in place to receive new orders while attacking

anything that came too close, not able to distinguish between friend, foe or civilian.

Key Features:
-Satisfying gunplay

-Minimal HUD
-Vehicles

-Variety of different weapons and tools
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Good game why are you reading bad reviews?. This really isn't worth this price in my opinion. You get 1 livery, and 1 career
scenario, and 2 normal scenario's, I wouldn't call the tutorial a real scenario. The 4VEP and 4CIG are much better to own, they
come with different liveries and more than one career scenario, and both together work out cheaper than this one unit.

I would have been happier if they at least included the NSE livery with it, from what I remember these units used to run the
pompy line back in the day, I certainly remember seeing the buffet car in a 8 car formation going past my local station when I
was a wee nipper. (on the London > Portsmouth Main line) - of course I could be wrong, but still, I am sure a lot of these units
had more than the BR Blue.

But I really don't think this is worth the money that its asking for. The cab lighting is ok, and the new passenger view is nice, but
not \u00a311.99 nice. I don't know I may just be fussy.. its a turn based rpg with simple card mechanics

+great art style
+tutorial is not very long
-its a kind slow for arcade gamers

10/10 a perfect example of "if its not broken don't fix it". Quite fun when you are bored and relaxing music on the title screen..
RUNS LIKE TRASH. Well looking at this so far the initial view is great idea shame about the manic and stupid "mission"
greedy noble demands events. These things are just insane - in scope, scale, frequency and more. They make the game worthless
and unplayable. Have never got more than,9 turns before the combined demands for estates by "nobles" exceeds the total
number in the kingdom and more.
The next great fail is the Tech Tree being both locked and then effectively "mission" or "building" dependent. Nice theory but
so far in 8 starts tech Tree has "unlocked" just once. Paths are dependent on things that are virtually unobtainable - Monasteries
being the classic example (only 7 (5 in Ireland & 2 in Scotland) exist and they can't be built despite having buildings called
Monastery in ones building chains) but there are others.
The rate and nature of trait gain is insane and generally stupid - detracting from the game not adding. When you get half your
generals and half you Govenors getting the same stupid trait in the same turn! Then there are the weather events - get an overall
boutiful weather factor that lasts 6 to 10 turns then get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665adverse weather events in 75%
of your provinces every turn for the entire period of the "beneficial" weather pattern!
Basically a botched game that currently isn't worth paying any thing for at all
Before some bright spark comments I do most of my play offline so ignore the hours as it only records online play.. A while
back I would have recommended this but now not so much. You purchase the season pass to get all of the dlcs but you don't
with this one. Why leave the Ant-Man and Civil War pack out? Don't know if I will ever purchase another Season Pass. This is
borderline false advertising.. The game doesn't work for me. It loads up and gets to Act 1 screen, the start button doesn't work,
so all I can do is exit and get a refund.
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dis game aint bad make a dislike review on arma 1 everyone loses there minds. ive always loved the original version and this is a
huge imrovement!

i do miss the old, mobile version's aesthetics, perhaps an "old-school filter" could be added in the future?

8\/10. I definitely recommend it! A very atmospheric game with an interesting plot. What is worth noting is that this isn't
mentioned anywhere in the game, but here are 3 campaigns (Imperial, Pagan, Renaissance), so You can have more of a game
than You probably could thought after purchase. As for the game itself, mechanics and balance of the game are very well done..
I like it a lot :) The game is relatively simple once you get the hang of it. It's a bit RNG dependent, but part of the fun is rolling
with the punches and learning when (not) to push your luck!. Really fun and challenging. I also like the style of the game. Fun
game.
10\/10. It is very entertaining watching you little settlement prosper in to a hamlet. The game is early access, it's like a simplified
"Banished".

Pros~

-Custom town building
-Custom land making
-Simple Resource/Food collecting
-complimenting music
-Humble vintage sprite art

Cons~

-EARLY ACCESS, you'll have to wait a while for the complete game
-GUI icons are hard to see on my 1080p Monitor
-Tutorial is a bit lacking
-Needs a more descriptive help bar

Gamescore: 8/10
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